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1.            What is the relationship between the movement of interest rates (and resultant 
changes in the yield curve) and the market value of fixed income securities (and loans)? 
 
 
2.            What is the normal slope of the yield curve? 
 
 
3.            Jim is considering the purchase of a Beaufort County General Obligation bond 
with a 3% coupon, non-callable, priced at par. Will the purchase yield equal his tax 
equivalent yield?  
 
 
4.            Sally is considering the purchase of an FHLB bullet security, 2.5% coupon, priced 
at 101. Will her purchase yield be greater or less than the coupon yield? 
 
 
5.            Same gal, same bond, but her purchase price is 99. Will her yield be greater or 
less than the coupon yield? 
 
 
6.            Jim and Sally each manage their respective banks’ investment portfolios. Jims’ 
portfolio has a weighted average duration of 3.7 while Sally’s’ portfolio has a weighted 
average duration of 5. Rates begin to rise. What happens to the market values of each 
portfolio? Whose portfolio market value changes the most? What happens when rates 
fall? 
 
 
7.            Slick Sam is on the phone trying to sell the Bond of the Day to Sally. It’s a Farm 
Credit obligation with a 4.625% coupon, with a 10-year maturity, callable beginning in the 
second year, and has an OAS of -2.3. Buy or pass? 
 
 
8.         Please share any comments or observations regarding the class or anything else. 
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